Improving upon a result of Rahman [6] , Juneja and Singh [4] have, very recently, proved the following theorem : THEOREM A. -Let f(s) be an entire Dirichlet series given by (1.1) of lower order (R)X (0 < X < oo). Then
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In this paper, we obtain the estimations for the lower order (R)X in terms of the sequences { \,} and{^} which hold for every entire Dirichlet series, and one of our estimations includes (1.6) and the result of Rahman [6] as the special cases. In fact, we prove :
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THEOREM. -Let f(s) = V a^e n be an entire Dirichlet series n=i given by (1.1) of lower order (R)X (0 < X < °°) such that (1.4) is satisfied. Then
Preliminary Discussions.
Let jLi(o) denote the maximum term of f(s) for Re(^) = o and \(a\ = max{X^ : jLi(a) = \a^\e J n }. Let {p^} be the sequence of jump points of \(Q) (points of discontinuity of \,^), every jump point is listed with multiplicity equal to size of the jump, such that
as n -> oo. We denote by{X^ } the range of \/^, so that \(y\ = f or a = ?" . Then '"fc f ) °<P^<P^+i =^^+ 2 = ••• = Pn^i 9 k= 1 ' 2 ' 3 --'
ii) X^^ = X^, when p^^ < a < p^^ , /; = 1 ,2,3,... .
These arguments are analogue to those for entire power series, given and used by Gray and Shah in their works [1, 2, 3] .
Since \a^ \e k-l and | a^ \ e k are the two consecutive maximum terms, we have
Also, we need the following :
there exists a sequence {x^}, x^ -> 00 with / such that^( 
k->°° P-, "fc+l
The reverse inequality is obvious. Hence the lemma is proved.
Proof of the Theorem.
Using (2.1) in the lemma, we. get , ,.
. ,(^-^ ,)log^ ,
We have proved (3.1) for a particular subsequence {\^ } which is the range of the rank function \,^. Thus the theorem will be proved completely if we establish, for any arbitrary subsequence (say){\, } of{X^}, the following inequalities : 
